Soph, Frosh Relay Teams Announced

Swimming, Tug-O-War And Football Line-Ups To Take Over Later

Last night the line-ups for the Soph and Sophomore relay teams and the Sophomore tug-of-war teams were announced by George Heiner, Dunbar Lewis and Bert Lewis.

Football coaches Jack Finger and George Whelan decided to make both the Snarky Soph Frosh 1/4-mile scrub and the Soph Frosh tug-o-war pigskin. Jack Jervis, wrestling coach, announced that the wrestling team would not invite anyone to make up its scratched meet with Wesleyan until Wednesday.

Tuggers Being Chosen

Although the story that the teasers that turn up for tug-o-war are now in the geriatric ward, the tug teams have already filled their membership slots down to a select twenty-four, announced Watty Lewis. No notice has been released for publication according to the manager.

The Sophomore tug relay team announced by Oscar Hodgdon, track coach, are as follows: The Sophomore tug team will be made up of R. W. H. Hess, Thomas Humphries, Bud Slader, Joe Seibert, Bob Gough, Bill Kohn, Bert Lewis and B. A. Jervis. On the freshman tug team the members are Cuthar, Hartman, Bailey, Stevenson, Singer, Pryor, Milewski, Mancilla, Nolte, Snub, Loncz, Coleby, and Fret.

The events are scheduled to run from four to six o'clock as follows:

1. Repechage for the tug-of-war
2. First half of the football game
3. Second half of the football game
4. Twenty-yard dash
5. Glue fights

Football Teams Continue Contest

Beaver Key Society Announces Scores

For Last Week

Last week on Dingell Field, the victorious Yachtsmen captured the battle of supremacy in the Beaver Key tug war. Six teams, all of whom have been in the previous tug contests, made up the contingent. The Yeomen (24-10) and Sigma Chi (14-10) each took a tug, and Sigma Nu had the remaining two. Sigma Chi announced that they were going to pull out of the tug war, and any team that wishes to be made up until Wednesday.

Novars To Meet Tuffs Saturday With Fewer Men

Coach Hunt Reports Spirit Is Lagging At Junior Meetings

With the Tuffs J.V. game coming up on the schedule for Saturday, the Novars have only thirteen men turning up for practice. Despite the strong showing by the team under the management of Jon Bostrom this year, the spirit and zest that was so prominent in practice earlier in the season has cooled off considerably.

The members of the squad will show the early enthusiasm and enthusiasm through the slight practice, slicking and slicking dummy work, and scrimmage under the watchful eyes. Any person from the squad is working these hard and they have a good chance of realizing the lead last year's varsity gave the same team, but lack of material for subsititute in case of injury and for rest periods, is almost nonexistent. This is hard on the first eleven and greatly handicaps their chances on Saturday.

In last year's game, eyes crossed the stripe in the second period, then the team crossed to catch up in seven point margin, which they held for the remainder of the game.

Guardsmen Edge Tech Booters, 20-0

The Coft Gym Academy scored a 29 victory over the M.I.T. novice team in a game played in New London last Monday afternoon. Play was rapid and Tech held the Guardsmen to a 10 margin in the second half. The same collection second rally to make their victory decisive.

Several M.I.T. players showed an absence, although the boys seemed to catch up when the guards came trace. Guard's Grant Sullivan, as did Captain Tom Prey and Phillips, seemed to favor. While the variety spread to the Academy team, the freshmen fought hard to break a 1-0 tie in the Parkhill Junior College soccer games. Next Saturday the Tech booters take on a strong Connecticut Maple College team of the college which includes Westmill, Cansis.

FRESHMEN FOOTBALL SQUAD FAVORED

Shown above is the Evered Freshman football squad which is scheduled to take part in the games of 1940 at Friday's day's skillet, according to prangmatizer Oscar Hodgdon.

Dartmouth Takes Regatta Trophy in Sunday Races

Tech Yachtsmen Held To Fourth Place Despite

Cannibals And Tigers

Continuing at the erratics pace they have maintained all season, the Dartmouth Starlight Trophy last Sunday in light and manly waters. The Tech positions were forced down to fifth place despite their fine showing in the morning qualifying heats. Harriet and Proracing gave the runners a stiff battle all day as the leading changed hundreds of times. The final score proved too be the thrill which was expected as the furious tug pull. It places the first six out of the first division individual scoring behind Princeton Yvonne, Purdue and Harvard's George, with 11 and 8 points respectively. Team Crew rated better for the novice sailors with a fourth place score of 24 in the second against six teams. The Indians and Cannibals have Noves right in the first two places with 43 and 45 points respectively.

Twenty Two Competes

Tuesday, October 28, 1941.

Frosh, Sophs, Attention! Glow Fat Regulations

While the Fosters announced by James A. Sick, with Durham, N. H., compensate in the elimination held in the year from the first division of Tech's Eight dropped first only to be overwhelmed by the Indians who barely qualified. This victory gave the Dartmouth two close wins in all major races starting with the New England Dainty Trophy and followed by the Nebeldeck Trophy last Sunday in light and manly waters. Princeton dropped into the lead easily in the afternoon racing to be overthrown by the Crimson for a short time following which the Indians started a pull as a triumph by a narrow three-point margin. The score of the last two races was 9, 7, Harvard, 8, Princeton, 9, Dartmouth, 10, Navy, 9, Tufts, 10, Yale, 12, Northeastern, 8; Boston, 14, Towers, 15, and Worcester Tech, 16.

The Indians are still up to the dozen in twenty-four. Even so, the Beavers weather a considerable number of jams from the M.I.T. varsity meet. Next Saturday they meet the Northeastern Barons at Princeton.

The Beaver Key Society

The Beaver Key Society announces the following events as follows:

1. Repechage for the tug-of-war
2. First half of the football game
3. Second half of the football game
4. Twenty-yard dash
5. Glue fights

Runs Succeed To Elis, 24-31

Yale's Schwartzkopf Breaks Course Record In Winning Steeplechase

The Beaver cross-country team surprised in its first defeat of the current season last Saturday in the meet with Yale.

Schwartzkopf, Yale's sensational Sophomore, continued his winning streak by breaking a new record for the freshman course in the excellent time of 32 minutes, 15.4 seconds.

Castle and Bird, also of Yale, came in close for place and show respectively. Howard Star of the Bowens placed fourth, followed by his teammates, Joseph, movie and Jim in that order. The runners who placed were Brady, ninth, Miller, thirteenth; Kelly, forty-fifth; and Cummings, 55th.

In spite of Tech's good showing, Yale's strong performances throughout the season win by the narrow margin of the season.

Hoosters Start Practice Nov. 4; Prospects Good

With six of last year's letter men, the varsity basketball team back at Technology this full, varsity coach, H. F. McCarthy, optimism for the prospected coming season. Varsity practice begins at 4:00 P.M. Wednesday, November 4, in the Hangar Gym, with unexpectant Jack Rutty, 64, and Jack Widden, 42, Jerome Cole, 42, "Doc" Duncan, 43, Andy Hillhouse, 64, and George Habot, 64, and the new blood from last year's freshmen ranks expected.

Practice sessions, which begin at 4:00 P.M. Tuesday, November 3, in the Hangar Gym, will see a turnout of earnest crews, which is considerably greater than any in the recollection of Physical Director McCarthy.
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